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Abstract 

As a bilingual doctoral student lived in the United States for more than four 
years, it was noticed that a particular shift between languages happens frequently. Such 
interchange in speech is known as code-switching (CS). CS from Arabic to English or 
from English to Arabic was occurring in conversations with Iraqi students, friends, and 
families.  

The present study followed a qualitative method, utilizing data from interviews, 
and observations obtained from four bilingual Iraqi families who were living in the 
United States. The study presented an analysis of Arabic-English and English-Arabic 
CS existing in bilingual social surroundings. The reasons together with the factors of 
CS in this population are discussed. In addition, the study addressed the motivations, 
and values that impact the phenomenon of CS among these families. The findings of 
this study revealed that the main reasons behind CS are identity, emotion, and the 
absence of equivalence of specific words.  
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Introduction 
Bilingualism is a common phenomenon that occurs as the opposite of the 

concept of the dearth of bilingualism (Grosjean, 2010). Bilingual speakers substitute 
words and sentences from one language to another inside the same speech occasion (Al-
Rowais, 2012; Da Silva, 2014; Grosjean, 2010). CS between Arabic and English is 
generally seen among speakers, when they welcome each other, eat together and 
express thoughts that could be simpler to clarify in a particular language. 

 

clarified that CS is not only a feature of bilingualism, but face-to-face bilingual 

CS does not certainly signal a lack of competence of the syntactic systems. 
Furthermore, Aurima and Windyawati (2018) asserted that CS plays an indispensable 
role in communication. They added that CS influences the way people interact with 
languages because they found it on social media posts. Many researchers (Herot, 2002; 
Tannen, 1988; Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996) have previously sought to determine the 
natural conversations occurred at dinner time. According to Chung (2006), switching 
between Korean and American languages during dinner time is utilized to firm the 

te connection among family members across 
generations. The purpose of this study is to examine the CS of spoken English during 
daily conversation of four Iraqi families living in the United States.  

o Iraqi speakers switch 
from Arabic to English language? 2. Why Iraqi speakers sometimes feel more 
comfortable switching to English even though Arabic is their native language? 3. How 

ecause there is 

United States.  
Reasons of CS 

Malik (1994) identified 10 reasons behind CS in conversation. These reasons are 
represented by figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Reasons of CS 
 
 



                
        

 

Literature Review 
 
Gumperz is considered as the founder of CS research since he was the first 

researcher who investigated the linguistic features related to CS behavior. Gumperz 
(1982) concentrated on the cardinal concern of CS as one outcome of language contact. 

probe the communicative characteristics of CS and to show how the participants 
utilized CS unintentionally by adopted social knowledge in clarifying bilingual 
conversation.  

Many studies have been conducted on the purposes, forms, and structure of CS. 
Although CS is not a contemporary topic, many bilingual researchers interested in 
studying this topic because additional facts are discovered with every new study. 

Alhazmi (2016) examined the linguistic descriptions of CS among Arabic speakers 
living in Australia. The purpose of his study was to categorize the patterns of CS in 

-English discussions, discover the influence of typological distinction between 
Arabic and English in CS forms, and study the range to which grammatical restrictions 

 
first group was speakers who take part in Arabic radio station programs in Australia 
(radio conversation), such as the Muslim Community Radio; the second group was 
Facebook chat, such as the Arab Community in 
that CS occurred despite the distinctions in structure between English and Arabic 
languages. The main structures that can be affected during switching to English are 

-

study which indicated the effect of the grammatical structures on CS. Abalhassan and 
Alshalawi (2000) illustrated that both the Asian language and the European language 
have been used together usually in sociolinguistic contexts.   

Some studies concentrated on classifying the functions of CS. In her study, 
Koziol (2000) examined the functions of CS by categorizing the different situations and 
functions of CS. She presented most of the main points that CS can achieve in dialogue. 

n, repetition, designation, 
replacement, emphasis, explanation, annoying messages, interruptions, digression, and 

-Rowais (2012) examined the structure of CS forms and the social 
inspiration behind it. He assumed that CS from Arabic to English is an unmarked choice 
for speakers, while selecting to speak only one language is a marked choice. Rowais 

einforced these two 
hypotheses. 

Much research has investigated the features, factors, and purposes behind CS 
from Arabic to English. Bader (2003) revealed that education is the most effective 

Hussein (1999) mentioned that Jordanian learners show both negative and positive 
viewpoints of CS between Arabic and English, and the central reason behind CS is the 
deficiency of equivalence of specific English words in Arabic. Al-Hourani and Afizah 
(2013) who conducted their study in Jordan, concluded that Jordanian students in 
Malaysia shift in their speech from Arabic to English if they recognize the addressees 



                
        

 

personally. In their study, Abalhassan and Alshalawi (2000) indicated that all speakers 
living in America switched into English to a certain extent. They found that Saudi 
students in America used English words placed into Arabic conversations which 
revealed the influence of native structure on the CS words. 

Turjoman (2016) dealt with the features that affect Arabic morphemes to 
English ones and vice versa. She concluded that identity and solidarity are the two main 
factors that impact CS that occurred among Saudi female students living in Saudi 
Arabia. 

Many researchers have confirmed that CS is happened by a rule-based, 

cannot switch to another language within a sentence and may not switch at all if there is 

 claim code switching can occur in a daily conversation if one speaker 

case in which CS might happen is when a speaker starts using his first language and 
then shifts to a different one in the middle of the sentence and in the middle of the 
conversation. 

While Al-
exchanges during social gatherings during meals. Turjoman (2016) used recording 
when she interviewed her participants during weekly meetings among Saudi female 
participants. All the preceding data-collection methods that the researchers utilized are 
not enough for this study as it is important for researcher to watch the nonverbal/facial 
expressions used when the speakers switch to English. Despite the previous research in 
CS, most studies have been conducted in countries where English is not the primary 
language. Moreover, no study has truly addressed the CS of Iraqi speakers.  

qualitative data. Therefore, the researcher has conducted interviews, and spontaneous 
observations of four bilingual Iraqi families who were residing in the United States. 
Methodology  
Participants  

Four Iraqi bilingual speakers were the participants in the interview of this 
research. All the participants were Ph.D. students at University of Central Florida 
(UCF). All participants had lived in the USA between 3 5 years. They are between the 

participants in the study with their majors, and years spent at the USA are presented in 
Table 1.  
Table 1 Participants of the interview questions  

Participants Major Years Spent at the USA 

Salih Mechatronics Engineering More than 3 years 

Mariam 
Teaching English to Speakers 
of other Languages 

More than 4 years 

Nameer Computer Engineering More than 5 years 

Ahmed Computer Engineering More than 3 years 

   

The researcher preferred married students with children to enlarge the sample of 
the study. So, the rest of the sample are four spouses, grandmother, and seven children. 
So, 16 participants, as shown in Figure 2 below, were involved in this study 



                
        

 

 

 
Figure 2. Participants of the study  

Data Collection from Interview Questions  
 
The interview consisted of four questions (Appendix 1). All the interviews were 

between 40-60 minutes took place in a quiet area.  
1. What language do you prefer to use with your Iraqi friends?  
 

All the participants have chosen Arabic except Salih. Mariam, Nameer and 
Ahmed mentioned that it is easier to use the native language. i.e., Arabic. Salih showed 

came a fashion, so 
my aim is to continue speaking in English or at least use some words when I will return 

15 students. Most of them are male and their majors are engineering. Being a female 
 

2. When you must speak English, do you also switch to Arabic words? Why?  
 

English, I will definitely us Mariam 

go to Masjid and Halal markets: our conversations are in English, but when I want to 
 Nameer 

Language when I talk with my friend 

llah makes your time full of good 
 

Iraqi, two Saudi and one from Emirates, our conversation usually begins in English, 
however, unintentionally, we find ourselves switch 

us to use our native language and we all Arab students, so Arabic language reflects our 
 

 



                
        

 

3. What language do you prefer to use when you try to encourage your children?  
 

All the participants in this study have selected Arabic language to convey 
emotional words with their children.  
4. When you speak Arabic, do you also use English words? Why? Can you 
mention some examples? 
 

addition, my wi  

because 
we do not have s

participants lived in. 

 
Ahmed hardware, modem, and . It 
seems that when bilingual speakers could not recall the technical name of the word in 
Arabic, they used the word in English. 

 
Data Analysis of Interview Questions 

 
Before proceeding the analysis of data, it is worth stating that the central 

-
functional, or o
interview session with Salih reflects that CS can be used as a trend of talking. Although 

 

language with her Iraqi friends. Huang, Lyu, and Lin (2020) stated that males usually 
code-switch more than females. So, it can be claimed that gender is one of the factors 
that affects CS. 

that bilingual speakers use CS to reflect friendly relations and unity with a certain social 
group. 

 It can be concluded that bilingual speakers codeswitched to first language not 
only because it is easier but also it shows the fact that they belong to the same social 
group that share the same experiences and values.  

All participants might shift to English because the absence of equivalence of 

equivalent word in native language (Hadei, Kumar, and Jie, 2016) could be another 
d Nameer answers, some of the CS 

involved greetings which are used as traditional greetings among Muslims. This kind of 
CS has a social function. Some of the participants mentioned that they do not have 
enough language proficiency in the English language. 
in English language might be another reason for CS. The answers to question three 
align with previous study by Pavlenko (2004) who stated that bilingual speakers might 



                
        

 

switch to their native language to show more emotions. Caldwell-Harris (2015) has 
illustrated the reason behind using the first language in emotional context. He said 
native language is typically acquired at home which is more emotional than school. 

Another factor for CS that the researcher noticed from the interview is that all 
participants switch to English because they know the listener(s) can understand them. In 
an example of this, Salih told me that he prefers to use English with his wife because 
she is English teacher. Mariam also illustrated that she feels free to shift to English 
words because her sons speak English only and her husband who has Ph.D. in 

words in my speech because most of my Iraqi students are engineers and my son speaks 
 

 
Observations  

research. All the observations were at a home domain. Observations are used to inspect 
the extent, if any, of CS between spoken Arabic and English during daily conversation 
recorded in two to three hours in the home domain of four Iraqi families living in the 
America. In order to collect the data, the researcher participated in the conversations 
with the participants. The researcher was observing Iraqi families to get more natural, 
unintentional CS. Yin (2003) suggested that on language socialization it is preferable to 
follow qualitative research method with a small number of participants from three or 
four families to focus on the analysis of each participant. Therefore, four Iraqi families 
were asked to participate in this study. The families were selected according to these 
criteria:  
1. Iraqi students and their dependents spent at least three years in the USA.  
2.They have preschool or school children. 

The four families are from the same country, and have the same culture, belief, 
and traditions. Therefore, the participants are close friends, and they always meet from 

a from the observations, 
each observation was separated into common themes and then distinguished the 
individual themes with different highlighted colors since they are the primary data. 
Then the unrelated themes that made no difference or influence the current study were 
removed. Instances of CS from English to Arabic, and vice versa were highlighted. 

 
  

Salih was in his third year of a Ph.D. journey. The son, AB, (five years old) was 
able to comprehend and speak English. The mother revealed that she became worried 

 
The mother told 

 
 

 
fourth year. Her husband has a Ph.D. degree in philosophy and came as a dependent to 



                
        

 

children, Thamir (7 years) and Haidar (5.5 years) were able to comprehend and speak 
English and some Arabic.  

One example of the effect of the physical environment on CS is that Haidar, 
who was only 5.5 years old, started to learn the English alphabet because all his games 
were about the English alphabet and words. His grandmother tried to teach him the 
Arabic alphabet, but unintentionally he switched to English especially when counting 
numbers. His grandmother started counting in Arabic and he completed the numbers in 

that the children cannot speak Arabic fluently, this means they cannot read Holy Quran 
 

Haidar asked her grandmother to tell him a story. The grandmother was used 
Arabic for narratives that were about her other grandsons in Iraq. The purpose of these 
stories as the grandmother said was to create connection with their relatives.  
3. Nameer s Family 

 has three daughters, his 
daughters, Reem (8 years), Leen (7 years) and Zena (4 years) were actively involved in 
speech and conversations with each other in the backyard, so I went there to observe 
them interact naturally and spontaneously. The researcher noticed that children use 
English when they speak to each other, but they switched to Arabic language when they 
speak with their parents. Zena was holding a digital tablet, and she asked her sister Leen 
if she wanted to try the game she was playing. The little girl, Zena, used the word 

sked her mother why she used Arabic only 

prefers English because she always plays with her sisters and watches English 
her by buying her favorite game 

which is colored cubes. I do not give her this game unless she tries to say the colors in 

dinner. Reem was talking with her father in Arabic, but she used the word liver in 
English because she did not know the equivalent in Arabic. Some participants switched 
to other language due to the lack of vocabulary. Zena was welcoming her father in 

y comes, Daddy comes. She 
hugged her father and greeted him in Arabic. She wanted to go outside with her father, 
but he told her he was tired, so she tried to convince him by saying please in Arabic. 
Zena established solidarity with her father in this conversation.  

 
Ahmed has one son, Ali, 6 years old, his wife hold a Ph.D. degree in philosophy, 

but her English level was intermediate. The researcher noticed that the mother 
encouraged her son to translate some words into Arabic language. She was holding 
flashcards that contained the following words: apple, bee, car, dog, elephant, fish, gold, 
Hellen, ice, and John. He was able to translate the first two words, and then he said the 
words car and dog responsibility to teach our 

 
The son was playing a game in his iPad. When the son won the game, he said 

Arabic. to confirm that he won the game. When he was upset and he did not want to eat, 
 

children use only English; therefore, parents mandatorily use English with them.  



                
        

 

Children utilized English because they know their parents can comprehend 
them.  

 
Discussion on the Findings of Observations  

 

English. Therefore, CS can be utilized as repetitive to confirm and emphasize the 
importance of the words. Haidar used an Arabic word when he wanted something from 

give me. He used Arabic words because he 
knew his parent would give him what he wants if he speaks Arabic. Switching to the 
native language is used to reflect more intense emotions. Therefore, some children used 
emotional words in Arabic to get what they wanted or to attract attention.  
  The finding of the study revealed that identity and unity is one of the reasons for 

have to learn Arabic to call your r

learn Arabic for religious reasons.  
From the ten reasons of CS specified by (Malik, 1994), it was recognized that 

there were five significant reasons of why Iraqi bilingual speakers, and their families 
codeswitch in their conversations. These reasons are identified from both interviews 
and observations. Figure 3 below shows the reasons for CS in this specific community. 

 
Figure 3. The reasons for CS in specific Iraqi community 

 
Conclusion  

Overall, the aim of the study, which was analyzing the phenomenon of CS in 
Iraqi conversation speech, was achieved. The findings can help provide insight on the 
phenomenon of CS among Iraqi Arabic-English bilingual students in conversation. The 
results revealed many reasons for CS. Most switches are due to the lack of the 
availability of certain concepts or due to the lack of facility in one of the languages. 
These findings suggest a greater socio-emotional role for CS. The study has also 
emphasized that identity, emphasizing or clarifying a point are the most frequent 
reasons for motivating the speakers to shift to another language. 
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APPENDIX A 

 
 
1. What language do you prefer to use with your Iraqi friends?  
2. When you have to speak English, do you also switch to Arabic words? Why?  
3. What language do you prefer to use when you try to encourage your children?  
4. When you speak Arabic, do you also use English words? Why? Can you mention 
some examples? 
 

 

 

 

 

 


